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VSTD certification
Ensure compliance of your
vehicles with Taiwan’s market
access regulations.

Your challenges
Taiwan’s automotive market is growing exponentially.
The global push for electric vehicles is expected to fuel
this and, as this sector attracts R&D subsidies, Taiwan
is becoming increasingly attractive for those wanting to
export vehicles or vehicle components into this emergent
region. While Taiwan represents a market expansion
opportunity, the homologation process can be highly
complex and difficult to navigate. All tests must be
conducted by an accredited technical service provider at
their own laboratory, or at an witness laboratoy which is
approved by the Taiwanese Ministry of Transportation and
Communications (MOTC).

Why is VSTD type approval important for your
business?
Having a product certified by a Taiwan-accredited
technical service not only provides compliance
assurance, it also delivers an immediate competitive
advantage as your vehicles or vehicle components
can be directly sold on the Taiwanese market. Once a

TÜV SÜD

manufacturer is registered with Taiwan’s Vehicle Safety
Certification Center (VSCC), any subsequent certification
for other automotive products is less complex and costly
than the initial registration process.

How can we help you?
TÜV SÜD can help you to identify if your product falls
under mandatory requirements, as not every automotive
component is subject to certification. Our highly
comprehensive customer support for all Taiwan items, as
well as our close contacts to accountable authorities like
VSCC, ITRI, MOTC, BOE and EPA, help you to minimise
time-to-market, accessing the Taiwanese market quickly
and cost effectively. We will fully support you in receiving
your inital Taiwan accreditation, or subsequently updating
your existing reports.

Our VSTD type approval services
TÜV SÜD is fully VSTD accredited, and offers a complete
homologation vehicle and vehicle component testing
service for OEMs and suppliers from a single source.
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Our services include:
■■ Company registration in Taiwan
■■ Complete management of company profile in Taiwan
CTAS (VSCC) system
■■ Organisation, supervision and extension audits of
Taiwan witness laboratory (VSCC audits)
■■ Organisation and management of Conformity of
Production (COP) audits of Taiwan-registered OEMs
and suppliers, to update or gain initial accreditation
■■ Assistance for the accreditation of testing laboratories
■■ Testing according to VSTD standards and witnessing of
VSTD tests
■■ Support to create a Taiwan examination report for
system and component approvals

Your business benefits
Save time and money – through TÜV SÜD’s advanced
knowledge of compliance requirements, which
minimises business disruption and reduces time-tomarket.
■■ Minimise risk – through independent third-party testing
and verification to ensure that your products comply
with the correct market access requirements.
■■ Receive one-stop services – by working with a single
point of contact throughout the entire project, while
reducing the cost of multiple tests as we cover both
component and systems under one roof.
■■ Expert global support – by working with our team of
highly skilled experts, who have in-depth knowledge of
the latest changes and updates to Taiwan’s regulations,
backed-up by our international network of accredited
testing laboratories.
■■

Why choose TÜV SÜD?
TÜV SÜD has more than a century of automotive industry
experience and our global network of testing facilities can
support OEMs and automotive suppliers to successfully

achieve the VSTD certification and gain access to the
Taiwanese market. As TÜV SÜD is fully accredited to the
VSTD standards, we have close working relationships
with all relevant Taiwanese authorities. Our familiarity with
VSTD regulations and the approval process ensures that
your products remain compliant with the latest regulatory
developments, helping you to take products to market
quickly and effectively while minimising cost.
With more than 100 accreditations worldwide, we
can help you to expedite your testing, inspection and
certification needs by delivering multiple global services
simultaneously. Our widely recognised TÜV SÜD
certification mark thereby demonstrates your commitment
to safety, adds value to your products and promotes trust
among your customers.

Choose certainty. Add value.
TÜV SÜD is a premium quality, safety and sustainability
solutions provider that specialises in testing, inspection,
auditing, certification, training and knowledge services.
Represented in over 1000 locations worldwide, we hold
accreditations in Europe, the Americas, the Middle
East, Asia and Africa. By delivering objective solutions
to our customers, we add tangible value to businesses,
consumers and the environment.

Related services
TÜV SÜD provides the following related services:
■■ Multi regulation management
■■ International homologation
■■ INMETRO certification
■■ CCC certification
■■ ECE certification
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